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It was used, with only 55 hours on the clock. It was equipped with the LS front end loader, LS
backhoe, and factory cab. I have purchased and used 10 different attachments for this tractor. In
the nearly 5 years I have owned this tractor, I have only had 3 issues, all minor. The first was a
leaking seal on left side dump cylinder. This was dealer installed originally and they could have
done a better job. The dealer used multiple connectors and a weird backfeed loop that made the
whole circuit more complicated. The 3rd and most irritating was the pre-fuel filter having the
effect of starving the engine of fuel. Replacing this filter now twice with still under hours on the
clock is a pain in the a[censored], but it does correct the problem. Other than those 3 issues the
tractor has been a joy to use. The cab is a necessity both in the winter when plowing and snow
blowing, and the summer mowing out in the sun. The radio is useless, don't waste you money. I
would definitely consider buying another LS tractor. Very concerned We purchased a mowing
deck since we have 2. While mowing the deck sags and starts dragging the leading edge,
gouging the field if I do not manually raise it back up. I was told this was normal I was mowing
my neighbors field and the tractor died Repairman came out, pulled panel below steering wheel
and found a blown fuse. He told me they had a batch of bad fuses I am not stupid. Now mowing
deck off, put up feet of fencing using auger to drill post holes. No problems here. Now I have a
major hydraulic leak behind the seat backhoe attachment now installed - not used yet streaks of
hydraulic fluid on the ground. Parked it, checked dip stick, nothing on stick I bought my LS XR
about five years ago. When it works it works great. However, when it breaks, its breaks badly.
My biggest complaint is not with the dealer. He's been great to deal with, but getting parts has
been an on going issue. The bearing in the front hub has gone bad twice When it happens the
housing breaks with it. I have been without my tractor for almost four weeks this time. The parts
have been shipped, but no one knows where they are. I use my tractor almost daily so getting it
serviced is a huge issue. So far it's been in for a rear axle seal, computer, wiring harness, and
two left side front hub assemblies. Would not buy another LS tractor or equipment. I have had
both ball and tie rods replaced. Not sure why they keep braking. The seal in the center of the
tractor was leaking in under 50 hrs of operation. The tractor intermittently will not turn to the
right. Sometimes it does, sometimes it does not. In my opinion it is junk. I bought an LS brush
hog. It was delivered and there was no gearbox oil. Tech told me it was ready to mow. I mowed
for less than ten minutes and it locked up stalling my tractor. So much for slip clutch. I'll never
deal with LS again. Just want to get it paid down enough to get rid of it. The mte is a great
tractor and LS customer service is top of the line. I am sure glad I bought an LS instead of the
cheap plastic Deere tractor again. It is nice to have a tractor that is not made of plastic. The
dealership was sold to the new owner, [redacted] around November of I have had consistent
warranty issues to the point I have not been able to use my tractor safely. It has failed for safety
issues, hydraulic leak issues, no power issues, broken joy stick for the front end loader, the
backhoe has had to be welded two times, the parking brakes had to be worked on three different
times, and some other issues. I've also found large bolts in a field where I knew I used only this
tractor. I've tried to work the [redacted], and with LS the tractor manufacturing company. I've
told them this tractor is a lemon by North Carolina laws, but they continue to force me to keep
this tractor even with all the repair issues. Neither [redacted] nor the people at LS would want a
junk tractor they've paid that much for, so why should I be stuck with it? In addition, I want the
interest I paid while I had a loan on the tractor and equipment. I have asked [redacted] and LS
tractor company representatives to refund my money, and they continue to ignore me. They
want me to keep a second quality tractor instead of being forthright and honest. This complaint
appears to have 6 accusations made in the attempt to prove some fault on the part of the
tractor. It would be best to address each accusation one at a time. The dealership was sold to
the new owner,[redacted] around November of I have had 1 consistent warranty issues to the
point I have not been able to use my tractor safely. It has failed for safety issues, 2 hydraulic
leak issues, 3 no power issues, 4 broken joy stick for the front end loader, 5 the backhoe has
had to be welded two times, the 6 parking brakes had to be worked on three different times, and
some other issues. I've also found large bolts in a field see explanation 5, below where I knew I
used only this tractor. I've tried to work the[redacted], and with LS the tractor manufacturing
company. Neither[redacted] nor the people at LS would want a junk tractor they've paid that
much for, so why should I be stuck with it? Both contain maintenance and inspections but only
one part has been claimed. It wasn't declared as defective but replaced as a safety precaution.
There is no indication it was broken and no parts order to support the customer allegation. The
operator's manual clearly defines the instructions for checking loose bolts and as a
maintenance requirement list, to re-torque bolts every 25 hours. There is also a decal on the
entry side of the backhoe reminding the operator to inspect the backhoe daily for loose bolts
and pins. Obviously, the instructions in the manual and on the safety decal were not followed.
This is a quick-attach backhoe, not a permanent mount. It is designed to be removed as any

other implement. No bolts or pins are intended to permanently attach the backhoe to the tractor.
The park brake cable has been replaced as a safety precaution but has not been found to be
defective. Additional comments: In discussions with the servicing dealer, the dealer has
indicated that this is a very inexperienced operator and has unrealistic expectations of the
performance of a compact tractor. The dealer and our service manager has also tested the
tractor and found no fault as reported. Even though no fault can be found with the tractor, LS
Tractor in cooperation with [redacted] decided it is in the interest of safety to replace the brakes
and related linkages. This safety precaution has been completed before releasing the tractor to
the customer. Consumer Response There was no record of hydraulic leaks? Then [redacted] did
not keep proper records. How would I know of something like that if it hadn't been replaced and
told to me what was replaced? Again, on loss of power, this is a record keeping mistake on the
dealer's part. For the joy stick, Mr. So who am I supposed to believe? The welding on the
backhoe was done the first time by [redacted] before I even received the tractor. The welds were
redone by[redacted]'s helpers when it was found the welds were defective. What kind of
nonsense is this? It appears there is a kangaroo court going on here. I've also sent a photo this
morning where I showed them further damage where the tachometer, hour meter and other
dashboard indicators no longer work. These functions were working before [redacted] worked
on the tractor for defective parking brakes that couldn't hold in reverse on a gently sloping hill.
Someone is talking out of both sides of their mouths. BTW, if [redacted] tested my tractor out so
well after working on the brakes, then why didn't they notice the defective dashboard indicators
when they had their nose pointed right at it? Because it is an indication they didn't want to see
my tractor in the bad condition it was in. I still want a full refund of my money for the tractor and
equipment in addition to interest for my loan. No if's and or but's. Final Business Response LS
reply to further allegations made by [redacted]I have received another complaint form from the
Revdex. There are also allegations against a former dealers claiming poor record keeping. Much
of this contains opinions, accusations and name calling. The facts are : 1 There is no record of
most of the claims made by Mr. As mentioned earlier, the operator's manual advises to check
daily for loose bolts, ETC. The brakes have now been returned to LS for inspection. There is no
fault in the brakes. In my opinion: There seems to be an effort on the part of Mr. His tractor was
inspected by our service manager and his dealer before being returned to Mr. It is easy to
unplug connectors to cause components to cease operation. It is easy to loosen fittings to
cause a leak so it is reasonable to suspect this may be caused by the customer in the effort to
make a list of issues. There also seems to be an effort on the part of Mr. I am not sure why but I
suspect he is simply attempting to be bothersome. The dealer indicates he has always
answered to questions Mr. Sharing is caring! Use RevDex to write a review. Share Report.
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View Photos. Add new contacts. Don't worry-- we can build you a custom tractor package deal
to fit your needs! Click HERE and tell us what you're looking for! Previous Next. Want
something different? We can customize you package to fill any need you have. Whether it be
Hunting, Landscaping, Estate Management, or any Outdoor Project you have on the horizon, we
have the Tractor Package that is right for you!!! Delivery's typically take business days to
arrange. Eligibility restrictions may apply to financing. Thank You! Overlay Text Call for
Avalibility Mileage 0. Boat is fully loaded with upgraded sound system and Power Arch.
wire fuse box diagram 97 chevy camaro
subaru tribeca manual transmission
2002 cavalier radio wiring diagram
Boat has only been used the past two summers with only hours and is in excellent condition.
This is a high performance fiberglass boat. The toons provided great stability and the HP Suzuki
engine allows for great speed and the ability to pull just about anything allowing for a lot fun on
the water. This boat is roomy and ready for the partying you want to do on the water Mileage 0.
Call Call Call for the best prices available. Not seeing what you are looking for? Check out our
full line of LS and Massey Ferguson tractors. Call today and let us help you find the best tractor
to fits your needs. Haney Equipment Athens Cullman Alabama. Welcome To Haney Equipment!
Since , Haney Equipment has provided high-quality agricultural, landscaping, and outdoor
power equipment to Athens, Alabama and the surrounding areas. In addition to our unbeatable
pricing, we offer financing plans. We invite you to visit our dealership and we look forward to
serving all your equipment, parts, and service needs.

